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learn scala in 30 minutes a tutorial for java programmers - learn scala in 30 minutes a tutorial for java programmers
experienced developers know that learning to write robust clean and efficient code in a new programming language takes a
long journey there is a famous quote from the chinese philosopher lao tzu 571 531 bc that says, a scala tutorial for java
programmers scala documentation - scala is a pure object oriented language in the sense that everything is an object
including numbers or functions it differs from java in that respect since java distinguishes primitive types such as boolean
and int from reference types and does not enable one to manipulate functions as values numbers are objects, java vs scala
why should i learn scala toptal - java devs comparing java 8 and scala is like the java developers praising the crumbs
falling from the table while the scala developers are eating a feast lambdas are a big improvement but they are by no means
even a fraction of what scala is capable of definitely learn java first as scala is the next evolution in certain ways to java,
scala for java developers pluralsight - this course is for java developers looking to transition to programming in scala
translate what you already know in java to scala and start your functional programming journey courses business x team
help your team keep up with the pace of change scala for java developers by toby weston, can a java developer learn
scala in 1 month quora - decent java developers usually learn scala syntax in a week if they don t try to master functional
programming first after that they can take a good scala framework and start building a real app on top of it, 3 jvm
languages java devs should learn in 2019 dzone - 3 jvm languages java devs should learn in 2019 but scala is still the
language to learn for java developers scala has grown in the past couple of years and more companies and startups have
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